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Silicate Paint
on Radar

Bawdesy Transmission Building

Bawdsey Radar opened in 1937, the first fully
operational radar the world. Over the past
14 years the Bawdsey Radar Trust has worked to
bring to life the history of this historically
significant building. With the aid of a heritage
lottery fund the building has been transformed
with a visitors centre opening this autumn.
As part of the renovation work the trust turned to

Mike Wye and Associates to advise on and supply the appropriate paint for this historic
building. Our Secil silicate primer and paint has been used on the walls providing a
breathable solution, the colour Cornsilk being a close match to the original paint used.

Autumn Training Days

Polish up your skills this autumn with one of our popular training

days. Run by members of our building team who have extensive practical experience working with our
materials, the courses offer an in depth introduction to decorative plasters and natural paints. There is
also the opportunity to tour our production facility and enjoy a buffet lunch.
**** Additional Dates ****
Training Course: Lime Plastering
Friday 13th and 20th October
9:15 am – 4:30 pm

Training Course: Tadelakt Plaster
Thursday 26th October
9:15 am – 4:30 pm

Training Course: Natural Paint
Friday 24th November
9:15 am – 4:30 pm

Training Course: Venetian Plaster
Friday 27th October
9:15 am – 4:30 pm

Training Course: Tadelakt
Friday 1st December
9:15 am – 4:30 pm
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Following last month’s launch of
our new range of ClayTec natural
coloured clay plasters, look out for
Yosima White on the Channel 4
Grand Designs programme in
October.
Yosima plasters take their colours from the clay binder
and can be used over a wide range of substrates. The
range of 140 colours and seven textured finishes offer
elegant solutions for all interior surfaces. Call our technical
team to discuss the possibilities
and benefits offered by durable
and colourfast Yosima plasters
which don’t fade or age over time.
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We are delighted to have been nominated
as finalists in the Rural Business Awards.
The nomination reflects the commitment
and dedication of our team in producing
and supplying the highest quality natural,
sustainable building materials. Mike Way
and Associates were also runners up in the
Build It awards for Best Builders Merchant
for Self Builders and Best
Innovation in Insulation.

Pozzolan—Why Use It ?
Fired clay

What is a pozzolan and should I put it in to my lime putty mortar?
Pozzolans are finely powdered materials which can be added to lime
mortar to increase durability and to provide a positive set'. The Romans
discovered that by adding volcanic ash or crushed clay tile to lime and gravel they could produce a mortar that set hard even under water. The principle source came from Pozzuoli near Naples in Italy, hence
the name.
Pozzolanic materials can combine with uncarbonated lime to form stable compounds, thus reducing the
risk of early leaching or frost damage and increasing the potential durability of the mortar. Softer pozzolanic materials, such as brick dust from fired clay bricks , will produce permeable and flexible mortars.
As lime putty is slow to carbonate it is important to consider the benefits of adding the protection of a
pozzolan. We can supply Argical (pozzolan) with your lime mortars and are able to give recommendations and advice as to the appropriate ratios to include which can vary depending on season, location
and the nature of the work.
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